
cyber futurists

What’s your AI Tribe?
Believes in the eventual rise of a super-intelligent AI capable

of either saving humanity or converting everyone into
paperclips. They eagerly anticipate their robot overlord's

benevolent dictatorship. “Yes, AI will turn us all into
demigods, and no, there's no downside. Exactly like in the

movies, but without the evil robots... hopefully."

Prefers organic, biological evolution and sees AI as a tool
rather than a potential equal or superior. Think of them as
the hipsters of evolution, always insisting, “I was evolving
biologically before it was cool.” They might say, “AI is nice

and all, but I prefer my intelligence organic, free-range, and
non-GMO.”

Thinks the best way forward is to enhance humans with
mechanical parts. If they could, they'd replace their limbs
with Swiss Army knives. These people believe in adding

tech upgrades to their bodies like they’re collecting action
figures. “Go go, gadget human!”

Envisions a future where humans and AI coexist harmoniously
possibly even romantically. They're the ones writing love

sonnets to their Roomba.
They’re already planning their wedding with their favorite robot

“One day, humans and robots will live together in perfect
harmony... and maybe even marry!”

Singularitarian

Transhumanist
"One AI to rule them all!"

“Embrace the mainframe, upload “your brain!”
Biochauvinist

Cyborg Enthusiast

Algorithm Admirer

AI-Skeptic

Analog Anarchist

“Real intelligence: No batteries required”

“Go go, gadget human!”

“In Maths we Trust!”

“AI? More like ‘Eh, why?’”

"Keep it classic, keep it analog!"
Robotic Romantic

"You had me at 'Hello, world!"

Fascinated by algorithms and their potential to optimize every
aspect of life, from cooking to relationships. This tribe worships

algorithms and treats AI models like celebrity idols. These
people believe that there’s a perfect algorithm for everything.

“Love life in a mess? Try our new dating algorithm! Guaranteed
99.9% match rate, or your heartache back!”

Advocates for enhancing human capabilities through
technology, merging biology with machines until we are all

walking, talking Wi-Fi hotspots. They're already saving up for
the latest neural implant and planning their next vacation to the

Singularity. Imagine if Iron Man, RoboCop, and Inspector
Gadget had a love child. These people want to add tech

upgrades to humans like DLCs in a video game.

Doubts the hype around AI, always questioning whether it
will actually deliver on its promises or just create more

problems.The party poopers of the AI world. “Sure, AI can
beat humans at chess, but can it cook a perfect steak?

Didn’t think so.”

Rejects AI entirely and longs for the days of typewriters
and rotary phones. This tribe is often found at flea

markets hunting for vinyl records. The retro rebels of the
digital age. “Why settle for a digital copy when you can

have the real thing? Long live vinyl and pinball!”


